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tions that are insensible, it is impossible (says he) to draw among
them a line, up to wMch. some alleged kind of intellectual process
can go, but beyond which it cannot go."1
The reason of this is that Knowledge is One, Eternal, and Infinite,
and man has it already " indelibly stamped," as Hudson2 observes,
<{ upon the tablets of the soul."3
tt God," says Green 4, cc manifests himself in us. We are in our
very essential nature the eternal consciousness, reproduced under
limitations of time and animal organism, but retaining the essential
characteristic of being out of time, as regards our knowledge—as
regards that in virtue of which, we are men. The potential content
of our consciousness—knowledge—eternally exists in us as ideas—
which We laboriously attain unto. What exists potentially we try
to realise or actualise. What we call our mental history is not history
of this (eternally complete) consciousness which in itself can have
no history, but a history of the process by which the animal organism
becomes its vehicle."5
So, too, says Plato. Man is already in possession, of ideas; " lie
is unconscious of their necessary and mxf ailing presence 3? : c< they
are m possession of him, rather than he of them/5 and the hardest
of all tasks is to make him aware of his possession.6
Mind, says Hegel7, is One and Eternal; mind as a finite mind has
no real existence; and knowledge is simply the making explicit of
what is implicit.s
If it is true, as says Hudson9, that we are all God's creatures made
after His image, it would seem to follow that we have received the
whole message from God at once. Only owing to Ms limitations,
man is not able to elevate the message above his own consciousness.
He is incapable of becoming objectively conscious of what is going
1 ' Psychology' I, p. 389.             developmsnfc/    Clifford    Hamson's
3 "Scientific Demonstration of Future <Nofc0s oa the margin/ p. 231.
State," pp. 92-93.                        4 Fairbrother's < Green/ p. 49.
3 Of. Shankar's Gi-loss on ' Prasn. Up.*    G Ibid. pp. 47-48.
VI, 2, Madras Edn. II, 178. See also   5 p ,„,,-„. < ?„ pi,-i . ,— 01 a k
Socrates quoted  in Noire, p. 42;   6 3Torner s Or. Phil, pp. 314-5.
of. also Emerson's Suggestion that   7 Haldane's £t Pathway, " II, p. 101.
< truth  ia of immemorial age, and   s j^. pp, 13^ 207,
that our names and. eras of origin are   „ ,, ^ .   ^    -n^r^ii   /vr»
in  reality but names and eras of   9 "Sc»n. Dem. Put. St.," p. 92.

